Anti-viral mechanism of barramundi Mx against betanodavirus involves the inhibition of viral RNA synthesis through the interference of RdRp.
Nervous necrosis virus (NNV) belongs to the betanodavirus of the Nodaviridae family. It is the causative agent of viral nervous necrosis (VNN) disease, and has inflicted devastating damage on the world-wide aquaculture industry. The fish that survived after the outbreak of VNN become persistently NNV-infected carriers. NNV-persistent infection has been demonstrated in a barramundi brain (BB) cell line, and it involves the type I interferon (IFN) response with the expression of Mx gene. However, little of the defense mechanism in fish cells against NNV infection is understood. In this study, the anti-NNV mechanism of barramundi Mx protein (BMx) was elucidated in cBB cells which were derived from BB cell line after serial treatments by NNV-specific antiserum and then became an NNV-free cell line. After NNV infection of cBB cells, the level of viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) increased with time over a period of 24 h post-infection (hpi), but decreased when the BMx expression increased 48 and 72 hpi. When the expression of BMx was down-regulated by BMx-specific siRNA, the expression levels of viral RNA, proteins and progeny viral titers were restored. The BMx was found to colocalize with viral RdRp at the perinuclear area 24 hpi and coprecipitate with viral RdRp, indicating that they could bind with each other. Viral RdRp was also revealed to colocalize with lysosomes 48 hpi as the NNV RdRp level started to decline. Therefore, it is suggested that BMx inhibited the viral RNA synthesis by interaction with viral RdRp, and redistributed RdRp to perinuclear area for degradation.